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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Gabion cladding and freestanding walls
In recent years, architects and engineers have shown
increasing interest in using gabions as a cladding system
for buildings — as well as for perimeter and/or acoustic wall
applications. Some of the reasons for this are:
• Improvements in the quality of welded mesh gabion schemes, due to
better systems and standards of manufacture.
• Environmentally favourable designs that specify/use recycled materials.

The cladding of buildings can be of a thin veneer

• The increased use of alternative materials and textures.

(generally 225mm or 300mm), which is secured
to the structure of the building or supported

1.2

To achieve the required quality of construction, gabions are manufactured

by wind posts. Alternatively the cladding can

from heavier mesh wire diameters and the module/unit sizes are normally

be trapezoidal in section. The techniques of

made to order due to the architectural requirements. Hexagonal woven wire

design and manufacture extend to freestanding

mesh gabions are not recommended for cladding or free-standing walls due to

perimeter walls and/or acoustic walls as well as

their inherent flexibility and the limited standard sizes available.

gabion fencing.

Conditions, copyright, limitations
Gabion cladding was specified in the reception area of a new factory build for Nestlé Waters,
near Buxton in Derbyshire.

Conditions relating to this design guide
This design guide has been prepared by Cerana Limited trading as Enviromesh.

Please get in touch for technical engineering support,
product information and supply, and gabion installation services.

Copyright The information, specifications and supporting documentation included herein are the
copyright of Enviromesh. No unauthorised copying or distribution of this document is allowed without the
prior written permission of Enviromesh.
Limitations Whilst every care has been undertaken in the preparation of this guide which is based on
gabion materials in accordance with BS EN 10223-8:2013, it is the user’s responsibility to satisfy themselves
that the information is correct.
This document and its contents describe the principles and applications of gabions used solely as a
cladding system or as non-retaining wall structures. The detailed specification and design of fixings
and supports are considered on a project by project basis. It is the responsibility of the Architects or
Structural Design Engineers to satisfy and specify that all fixings and selection of materials adhere to the
relevant specifications and current building regulations.
ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES
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1.3

What are gabions?
The term ‘gabion’ refers to a modular containment system that enables rock,
stone and nondegradable inert materials to be used as a construction material.
The modules, units or ‘cages’ as they are known, are formed from wire mesh
fabric panels, jointed to form square, rectangular or trapezoidal shaped units.
These units are part pre-assembled in the factory to form a flat-pack system.
The flat-pack units are supplied to the customer and formed into the final
shaped module on site with the necessary lacing wire, helicals and/or ‘C’ rings
as required. Each module has to be connected to adjacent modules to form a

The term ‘gabion’ refers to
a modular containment
system that enables rock,
stone and nondegradable
inert materials to be used
as a construction material.

monolithic structure.
Although some structures are only machine-filled,
The type of mesh used is normally a welded wire mesh and provided with

this procedure is not normally recommended

corrosion protection to suit the required exposure conditions.

as it may give rise to a high void content, which
can result in deformation. For gabion structures

The gabions are normally machined-filled or hand-filled on-site, depending on

to perform correctly, the quality of installation is

the width of the cladding or structure. Material filling is carried out layer-by-layer

of paramount importance. Where a more open

with the contractor picking over the stone by hand in order to reduce excessive

structure is required, to allow light through, it

voids. The exposed faces are normally hand-stacked (fair-faced) to provide an

is important to consider the unit width of the

appearance of a dry stone wall.

gabions and the size of the stone.

VOLUME TWO CLADDING & FREESTANDING WALLS | MARCH 2019
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1.4

INTRODUCTION

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
Bi-axial welded mesh gabions are manufactured from a square mesh,

GABION FLAT-PACKED

normally of opening size 75.0mm × 75.0mm where the longitudinal
wires are welded to the cross wires at their intersection points.
This type of fabric manufacture, produces a dimensionally stable mesh. The
mesh is produced in standard sheets which are then cut into the required
panel sizes (and partially factory-connected) to form the flat pack unit. This is
done by clipping the face, rear, side and diaphragms (partitioning panels) to the
base panel so that they can rotate and be folded flat.
The lid may be clipped to the front or back panel or left loose dependant upon
the unit size. Units can be manufactured in any multiple of the mesh size, but
are normally supplied as standard sizes to the industry.

Bi-axial welded mesh
Nominal dimensions (x) and (y)

Welded mesh gabions are available in a number
of wire diameters to suit the application or can
be manufactured in a combination of mesh-wire
specifications to provide economy in supply.

Gabions: 75mm

GABION FORMED INTO A ‘BASKET’ ON SITE

Welded mesh gabions can be readily modified on site by cutting the mesh
back to the next transverse mesh wire. Welded mesh gabions are available in
a number of wire diameters to suit the application or can be manufactured in
a combination of mesh-wire specifications to provide economy in supply. The
resultant gabions’ flexibility is dependant upon the choice of wire diameter.
Where two types of stone fill are required, additional loose panels can be
supplied and fitted on site to separate the two types of fill materials.
The mesh can be specified as either Galfan coated or for more aggressive
environments, Galfan coated with an external PVC coating, as required by

For more information, please refer to

design and in full accordance with relevant building regulations.

Section 2, Gabion specifications
(see pages 12-21).

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES
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1.5

Design overview
Stability requirements

Structural dimensional requirements

These types of architectural structures must be designed to withstand all

Consideration must be given to the overall lengths,

external forces that are present, such as:

widths and heights of structures. Gabions are not
like timber, concrete or steel constructions where

• Wind loading Please refer to BS EN 1991-1-4:2005: + A1:2010

the tolerances can be accurately specified.

• Horizontal forces Such as pedestrian barrier loadings (please note that

Although the mesh is of a fixed dimension, the

gabions must not be considered for vehicular impact loadings).

method of jointing adjacent gabions generally
gives rise to an increase in the unit dimensions.

• Vertical loadings

This increase is difficult to quantify and may be
up to 18mm dependant upon the type of jointing

• Earth pressure forces Where the structure up to a certain height is
acting as a retaining structure. Please refer to BS 8002:2015.

used. This makes it very difficult to design a wall
to a specific dimension, especially when there
are fixed dimensions between openings. This

• Design of any support columns Where required.

variation can be accommodated in the method
of construction — on the length of the structure it

• Design of foundations For support columns where required.

can normally be corrected due to jointing, but not
on the vertical dimension.

• Lintel design For door or window openings.
It may be a necessity, that the setting out and
• Foundation requirements Normally a concrete foundation is

construction of the gabions is to be carried out to

recommended as gabions are flexible in nature, therefore any

a certain method to ensure that the system will fit.

localised settlement will be transformed throughout the structure.

Right, top, architectural retaining walls with up stand to a
new Welsh Sailing Club building in Pwllheli, Wales.
Right, gabion cladding to a new distribution depot for
Nicholls Transport, Sittingbourne, Kent.
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1.6

INTRODUCTION

Applications, structure types

Above, left, rain screen to a new residential development in Street, Somerset for Crest Nicholson in 2009. The gabions were specified as a ‘rainscreen’ and filled with
granite sets. Right, gabion cladding was used at the new Welsh Sailing Club building in Pwllheli, 2015.

Cladding and Rain Screens
Formed from narrower width gabion walls and
secured back to structural walls or steel frame
works on buildings.
Cladding can be used to face any suitably secure
structure to improve their aesthetics such as steel
sheet piles.
Where the main structural wall is not sufficiently
adequate to resist the wind loadings, it may be
necessary to utilise an additional support system
to connect to. This can be achieved by either:
• Steel posts cast in, or bolted to a concrete
foundation, or
• Vertical steels between the foundation and
horizontal floor beams.

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES

Above, an example of a steel sheet pile gabion cladding system installed by Enviromesh in
London. The exposed piling was encapsulated later as part of the adjacent groundworks.
Right, gabion post-supported rain screen to the new Tesco HQ in Hertfordshire. Constructed in
2018.
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1.6

Applications, structure types
Freestanding walls
Stability is achieved by virtue of the mass of the
structure. The design is based on wind loadings
and any other horizontally applied loads. Their
format can be as follows:
• Vertically-faced gabion walls on both sides
• Vertical on one face, inclined on the other
• Inclined on both faces

Free-standing mass-gravity gabion feature walls at
Helix Park in Falkirk, Scotland which were installed as
part of a re-development scheme in 2013.

Gabion Fencing / Screens
A narrow vertical wall where stability is achieved
by embedded posts or columns. The design
should take into account wind loadings and any
other horizontally applied loads. Generally, these
types of structure are vertical on both faces and
narrower in width.

Newly constructed free-standing
trapezoidal-shaped gravity
gabion feature walls at the
entrance to Nestlé Waters in
Buxton, Derbyshire.

Enviromesh erecting a three metre-high wind-post supported gabion screen. The screen was approximately 100 metres long and constructed as an entrance wall to
the new Jaguar Land Rover site at Fenn End, Warwickshire in 2017. The detailed photo shows the method of post fixing within the gabion units.

VOLUME TWO CLADDING & FREESTANDING WALLS | MARCH 2019
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INTRODUCTION

Gabion filling materials: selection
Aggregate types
Quarried stone
This is the most common type of gabion fill used. Where available, it is
considered to be the most practical, both in terms of its performance (having
good ‘interlock’ properties) as well as being more visually pleasing in terms of its
aesthetics. The gabion fill must be a hard, durable, non-frost susceptible rock.
Typical rock fill types include:

The performance of gabion
structures depends on the
type of gabion unit used and
equally importantly, the choice
of filling materials.

• Sandstone (not soft sandstone, which is degradable)

Rounded stone

• Limestone

This stone has a smooth face and therefore lower

• Gritstone

interlock potential, which can result in a greater

• Granite

deformation of the face. A heavier mesh wire

• Basalt
• Slate (flat in nature, can be > 200mm on the longest dimension)

should be used to overcome this. Welded mesh
gabions are manufactured from 3, 4, or 5mm wire

These rock fill types are either blocky or very angular. Blocky stone is very good

diameters for Galfan coated gabions and 2.7mm

for giving a dry stone wall appearance and is normally used when a coursed

or 3.8mm wire core diameters for PVC coated

face is required. Angular fill generally requires more careful placement to give a

gabions. For rounded stone fills, welded wire

good dry stone wall appearance.

mesh gabions should be specified in a 4 or 5mm
wire diameter for Galfan coated or 3.8mm wire

Crushed concrete

diameter for PVC coated units.

Generally crushed concrete is the cheapest type of gabion fill available. It should
be from a structural application and therefore non-degradable as well as being

Brick fill

free of debris and foreign materials. The grading of the crushed concrete is

Whole brick should be coursed and must be of

normally poor and the selection of the grading is very important. The grading

an engineering or structural quality grade. Whole

of the fill must be greater than the mesh opening size and no greater than two-

brick can be used as an un-cemented coursed

thirds of the unit width or 150mm, whichever is the smaller.

facing with broken brick infill. Whole brick should
never be used as the mass fill, as this can give

Crushed concrete generally has rounded edges and requires careful packing,

rise to arching within the fill, leading to possible

as the interlock in the fill is not as good as an angular rock fill. It is therefore

settlements and deformation of the facing.

recommended that a minimum 4mm wire diameter in Galfan coated or 3.8mm
wire diameter for PVC welded wire mesh is specified.

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES

Right, in 2016 we used a post-supported gabion wall
method of construction for a new car port at a Taylor
Wimpey Homes development in Telford. This used
alternating ‘bands’ of granite and gritstone.
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1.8

Gabion filling materials: swatches

COTSWOLD STONE

COBBLES

CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE

LEICESTERSHIRE GRANITE

GRITSTONE

KENT RAGSTONE

HARD SANDSTONE

PORTLAND STONE

RECYCLED BRICK AND CONCRETE

IRONSTONE

MENDIP LIMESTONE

SLATE

Disclaimer. Visual representations of the gabion stone in the swatches above are included as a guide only and as such are not guaranteed to be accurate. Enviromesh recommends all clients obtain stone samples prior to procurement to ensure the grade, type and
colour meet the requirements for each installation. Stone is a natural occurring mineral and therefore colour variations may be evident in the finished structure.
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SECTION 2

2.1

Introduction
Overview
It is important to ensure that the correct specification is used for the gabions.
The following sheets give the specifications for:

BI-AXIAL WELDED MESH
2.2

Gabion series 444, 555 . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Galfan coated: single wire diameter units) �������������������������������������������������������� pages 14-15

2.3

Gabion series 3**, 4** and 5**  . . . . . . (Galfan coated: dual wire diameter units)������������������������������������������������������������ pages 16-17

2.4

Gabion series P38  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (PVC / Galfan coated: single wire diameter units)���������������������������������������������� pages 18-19

2.5

Gabion series P2738  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (PVC / Galfan coated: dual wire diameter units) ���������������������������������������������pages 20-21

Right, detail showing how structural steelwork columns can
be used in conjunction with gabions. This project required
a number of freestanding walls which collectively formed
a rain screen for cars, bicycles and storage. The buildings
were specified for a Taylor Wimpey development and were
designed in combination with SHS structural galvanised
supports posts clamped back to the gabion stack. These
were then filled with a combination of different aggregates
as shown to provide a contemporary appearance to
complement the wider development.
To view the complete case study, visit our website at:
www.enviro-mesh.com
VOLUME TWO CLADDING & FREESTANDING WALLS | MARCH 2019
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2.2

GABION SPECIFICATIONS

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: 444, 555

SPECIFICATION GALFAN COATED, SINGLE WIRE DIAMETER UNITS
The materials, manufacture and supply of this product shall comply with the requirements of BS EN 10223-8:2013.
The supplier must confirm adherence to the specifications for materials and manufacturing requirements.

1. MATERIALS
The wire used in the manufacture of the gabions and installation accessories

SPECIFIED MESH BI-AXIAL WELDED

shall comply with the following:

Nominal dimensions (x) and (y) : Gabions, 75mm

Lacing Wire
Mesh Fabric

The lacing wire used for site assembly shall be of a nominal 2.2mm wire

The mesh fabric shall be formed by electrically welding at each and every

diameter in accordance with BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a tensile

intersection, hard drawn steel line and cross wires into a dimensionally stable

strength that falls within a range of 350 to 550 N/mm2.
KEY FEATURES

bi-axial square metric mesh of size 75mm × 75mm.
Helical Binders (where specified, not supplied as standard)
Weld Strength

Full height helical binders for the vertical joints for gabion installation and

The weld strength shall be 75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength of

assembly shall be of a nominal 3.0mm wire diameter in accordance with BS EN

the wire.

10218-2:2012 and shall have a minimum tensile strength of 350 N/mm2.

Wire Diameter

Preformed Corner Bracing Ties (where specified, not supplied as standard)

The nominal wire diameter for the mesh fabric shall be (select wire diameter

Preformed corner bracing ties are to be formed from a nominal 3.0mm wire

4.0mm or 5.0mm for the base, front, rear, ends, diaphragm panels and lid on

diameter in accordance with BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a minimum

the uppermost unit), all within the tolerances specified in BS EN 10218-2:2012

tensile strength of 350 N/mm .

• Fabric type
Bi-axial welded mesh
• Tensile strength (wire)

2

and shall have a tensile strength that falls within a range of 540 to 770 N/mm2.

540 to 770 N/mm2
• Weld strength
75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength
of the wire

Corrosion Resistance
Tensile strengths of less than 540 N/mm2 may result in increased deformation

All wire used in the mesh fabric or accessories shall be Galfan coated (95% Zinc

of the filled units and a reduction in weld strength shall not be permitted.

/ 5% Al) in accordance with BS EN 10244-2:2009 (Class A).

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES
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• Site environment
Suitable for C2, C3 and C4 environments2

SECTION 2

2.2

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: 444, 555

SPECIFICATION GALFAN COATED, SINGLE WIRE DIAMETER UNITS

2. MANUFACTURE
Unit Formation
The gabion is to be formed from mesh panels
such that the front, rear, ends and partitioning
panels are connected to the base panel with
either Stainless Steel CL35 clips or Galfan coated
CL50 ‘C’ rings at a maximum spacing of 225mm
for all joints. This process must be undertaken in

3. SUPPLY

a factory-controlled environment.
Gabions are to be manufactured and/or supplied by:
A lid is supplied loose or fixed in the same manner

Enviromesh, Unit 4 Cartwright Industrial Estate,

to the rear or face panel for the unit forming the

Spring Garden Road, Longton, Staffordshire, ST3 2TE

GABION SIZES
It should be noted that it is industry standard for gabions to be quoted as overall nominal
sizes. Designation of sizes: length × width × height.
SITE ENVIRONMENT

top of the wall only. For all other courses, the
base of the unit forms the lid of the unit below.

Telephone +44 (0)1782 692 310 Fax +44 (0)1782 692 318

Diaphragm (partitioning panels) spacings should

Email

enquiries@enviro-mesh.com

not exceed 1.050m.

Online

www.enviro-mesh.com

VOLUME TWO CLADDING & FREESTANDING WALLS | MARCH 2019
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1. S
 uitable for C2, C3 and C4 environments.
2. E
 vidence of relevant certificates of conformity with respect to wire strength, weld
strength and coating weights used in the manufacture of the mesh fabric and wire
products are to be issued upon request.
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2.3

GABION SPECIFICATIONS

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: 3**, 4** and 5**

SPECIFICATION GALFAN COATED, DUAL WIRE DIAMETER UNITS
The materials, manufacture and supply of this product shall comply with the requirements of BS EN 10223-8:2013.
The supplier must confirm adherence to the specifications for materials and manufacturing requirements.

1. MATERIALS
The wire used in the manufacture of the gabions and installation accessories
shall comply with the following:
SPECIFIED MESH BI-AXIAL WELDED

Mesh Fabric

Nominal dimensions (x) and (y) : Gabions, 75mm

The mesh fabric shall be formed by electrically welding at each and every

Lacing Wire

intersection, hard drawn steel line and cross wires into a dimensionally stable

The lacing wire used for site assembly shall be of a nominal 2.2mm wire

bi-axial square metric mesh of size 75mm × 75mm.

diameter in accordance with BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a tensile
strength that falls within a range of 350 to 550 N/mm2.
KEY FEATURES

Weld Strength
The weld strength shall be 75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength of

Helical Binders (where specified, not supplied as standard)

the wire.

Full height helical binders for the vertical joints for gabion installation and
assembly shall be of a nominal 3.0mm wire diameter in accordance with BS EN

• Fabric type
Bi-axial welded mesh

10218-2:2012 and shall have a minimum tensile strength of 350 N/mm2.

Wire Diameter

• Tensile strength (wire)

The nominal wire diameter for the mesh fabric shall be (select wire diameter
3.0mm OR 4.0mm for the base, lid, ends, rear and diaphragm panels) and

Preformed Corner Bracing Ties (where specified, not supplied as standard)

(select wire diameter 4.0mm OR 5.0mm for the front panel), all within the

Preformed corner bracing ties are to be formed from a nominal 3.0mm wire

tolerances specified in BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a tensile strength

diameter in accordance with BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a minimum

that falls within a range of 540 to 770 N/mm . If required the rear panel can also

tensile strength of 350 N/mm .

2

2

be in a heavier wire diameter, this should be specified if required.

540 to 770 N/mm2
• Weld strength
75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength
of the wire

Corrosion Resistance
Tensile strengths of less than 540 N/mm2 may result in increased deformation

All wire used in the mesh fabric or accessories shall be Galfan coated (95% Zinc

of the filled units and a reduction in weld strength shall not be permitted.

/ 5% Al) in accordance with BS EN 10244-2:2009 (Class A).

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES
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• Site environment
Suitable for C2, C3 and C4 environments2

SECTION 2

2.3

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: 3**, 4** and 5**

SPECIFICATION GALFAN COATED, DUAL WIRE DIAMETER UNITS

2. MANUFACTURE
Unit Formation
The gabion is to be formed from mesh panels
such that the front, rear, ends and partitioning
panels are connected to the base panel with
either Stainless Steel CL35 clips or Galfan coated
CL50 ‘C’ rings at a maximum spacing of 225mm
for all joints. This process must be undertaken in

3. SUPPLY

a factory-controlled environment.
Gabions are to be manufactured and/or supplied by:
A lid is supplied loose or fixed in the same manner

Enviromesh, Unit 4 Cartwright Industrial Estate,

to the rear or face panel for the unit forming the

Spring Garden Road, Longton, Staffordshire, ST3 2TE

GABION SIZES
It should be noted that it is industry standard for gabions to be quoted as overall nominal
sizes. Designation of sizes: length × width × height.
SITE ENVIRONMENT

top of the wall only. For all other courses, the
base of the unit forms the lid of the unit below.

Telephone +44 (0)1782 692 310 Fax +44 (0)1782 692 318

Diaphragm (partitioning panels) spacings should

Email

enquiries@enviro-mesh.com

not exceed 1.050m.

Online

www.enviro-mesh.com
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1. S
 uitable for C2, C3 and C4 environments.
2. E
 vidence of relevant certificates of conformity with respect to wire strength, weld
strength and coating weights used in the manufacture of the mesh fabric and wire
products are to be issued upon request.

SECTION 2 

2.4

GABION SPECIFICATIONS

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: P38

SPECIFICATION PVC/GALFAN COATED, SINGLE WIRE DIAMETER UNITS
The materials, manufacture and supply of this product shall comply with the requirements of BS EN 10223-8:2013.
The supplier must confirm adherence to the specifications for materials and manufacturing requirements.

1. MATERIALS
SPECIFIED MESH BI-AXIAL WELDED

The wire used in the manufacture of the gabions and installation accessories

Nominal dimensions (x) and (y) : Gabions, 75mm

shall comply with the following:
Lacing Wire
Mesh Fabric

The lacing wire used for site assembly shall be of a nominal 2.2mm wire

The mesh fabric shall be formed by electrically welding at each and every

diameter in accordance with BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a tensile

intersection, hard drawn steel line and cross wires into a dimensionally stable

strength that falls within a range of 350 to 550 N/mm2.

KEY FEATURES
• Fabric type

bi-axial square metric mesh of size 75mm × 75mm.
Corrosion Resistance

Bi-axial welded mesh

Weld Strength

All wire used in the mesh fabric or accessories shall be Galfan coated (95%

The weld strength shall be 75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength of

Zn / 5% Al) in accordance with BS EN 10244-2:2009 (Class A). An additional

the wire.

nominal thickness is applied of 0.25mm grey, bonded, organic polymer

• Tensile strength (wire)
540 to 770 N/mm2

powder (PVC) coating for the mesh fabric and a nominal 0.5mm grey, extruded
Wire Diameter

organic polymer powder (PVC) coating for the lacing wire. This coating being in

The nominal wire diameter for the mesh fabric shall be 3.8mm, all within the

accordance with BS EN 10245-1:2011 and BS EN 10245-2:2011.

75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength
of the wire

tolerances specified in BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a tensile strength
that falls within a range of 540 to 770 N/mm2.

• Weld strength

Abrasion Resistance
The abrasion test shall be performed according to the procedure described

• Site environment

Tensile strengths of less than 540 N/mm2 may result in increased deformation

in EN 60229:2008 (cap. 4.1.2 and cap. 4.1.2.1) on metallic coated wire and on

Suitable for C2, C3, C4 and

of the filled units and a reduction in weld strength shall not be permitted.

metallic coated wire with additional organic coating. The vertical force on the

C5 environments 2
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2.4

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: P38

SPECIFICATION PVC/GALFAN COATED, SINGLE WIRE DIAMETER UNITS

steel angle shall be equal to 20 N. The abrasion
test to be carried out for 50 cycles. Residual tensile
breaking force of wire after abrasion test shall be
measured in accordance with the procedure of
ISO 16120-1 and ISO 16120-2.

2. MANUFACTURE
Unit Formation
The gabion is to be formed from mesh panels
such that the front, rear, ends and partitioning
panels are connected to the base panel with
either Stainless Steel CL35 clips or Stainless Steel
CL50 ‘C’ rings at a maximum spacing of 225mm
for all joints. This process must be undertaken in

3. SUPPLY

a factory-controlled environment.
Gabions are to be manufactured and/or supplied by:
A lid is supplied loose or fixed in the same manner

Enviromesh, Unit 4 Cartwright Industrial Estate,

to the rear or face panel for the unit forming the

Spring Garden Road, Longton, Staffordshire, ST3 2TE

GABION SIZES
It should be noted that it is industry standard for gabions to be quoted as overall nominal
sizes. Designation of sizes: length × width × height.
SITE ENVIRONMENT

top of the wall only. For all other courses, the
base of the unit forms the lid of the unit below.

Telephone +44 (0)1782 692 310 Fax +44 (0)1782 692 318

Diaphragm (partitioning panels) spacings should

Email

enquiries@enviro-mesh.com

not exceed 1.050m.

Online

www.enviro-mesh.com
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1. S
 uitable for C2, C3, C4 and C5 environments.
2. E
 vidence of relevant certificates of conformity with respect to wire strength, weld
strength and coating weights used in the manufacture of the mesh fabric and wire
products are to be issued upon request.

SECTION 2 

2.5

GABION SPECIFICATIONS

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: P2738

SPECIFICATION PVC/GALFAN COATED, DUAL WIRE DIAMETER UNITS
The materials, manufacture and supply of this product shall comply with the requirements of BS EN 10223-8:2013.
The supplier must confirm adherence to the specifications for materials and manufacturing requirements.

1. MATERIALS
The wire used in the manufacture of the gabions and installation accessories
shall comply with the following:
SPECIFIED MESH BI-AXIAL WELDED

Mesh Fabric

Nominal dimensions (x) and (y) : Gabions, 75mm

The mesh fabric shall be formed by electrically welding at each and every
intersection, hard drawn steel line and cross wires into a dimensionally stable

Lacing Wire

bi-axial square metric mesh of size 75mm × 75mm.

The lacing wire used for site assembly shall be of a nominal 2.2mm wire
diameter in accordance with BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have a tensile

Weld Strength

• Fabric type

The weld strength shall be 75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength of
the wire.

KEY FEATURES

strength that falls within a range of 350 to 550 N/mm2.
Corrosion Resistance

Bi-axial welded mesh

All wire used in the mesh fabric or accessories shall be Galfan coated (95%
Wire Diameter

Zn / 5% Al) in accordance with BS EN 10244-2:2009 (Class A). An additional

The nominal wire diameter for the mesh fabric shall be 3.8mm for the face

nominal thickness is applied of 0.25mm grey, bonded, organic polymer

panel and 2.7mm for the base, rear, ends, diaphragm panels and lid,

powder (PVC) coating for the mesh fabric and a nominal 0.5mm grey, extruded

all within the tolerances specified in BS EN 10218-2:2012 and shall have

organic polymer powder (PVC) coating for the lacing wire. This coating being in

a tensile strength that falls within a range of 540 to 770 N/mm2. If required

accordance with BS EN 10245-1:2011 and BS EN 10245-2:2011.

the rear panel can also be in a heavier wire diameter, this should be specified
if required.

• Tensile strength (wire)
540 to 770 N/mm2
• Weld strength
75% of the minimum ultimate tensile strength
of the wire

Abrasion Resistance
The abrasion test shall be performed according to the procedure described

• Site environment

Tensile strengths of less than 540 N/mm2 may result in increased deformation

in EN 60229:2008 (cap. 4.1.2 and cap. 4.1.2.1) on metallic coated wire and on

Suitable for C2, C3, C4 and

of the filled units and a reduction in weld strength shall not be permitted.

metallic coated wire with additional organic coating. The vertical force on the

C5 environments 2
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2.5

Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
ENVIROMESH GABION SERIES: P2738

SPECIFICATION PVC/GALFAN COATED, DUAL WIRE DIAMETER UNITS

steel angle shall be equal to 20 N. The abrasion
test to be carried out for 50 cycles. Residual tensile
breaking force of wire after abrasion test shall be
measured in accordance with the procedure of
ISO 16120-1 and ISO 16120-2.

2. MANUFACTURE
Unit Formation
The gabion is to be formed from mesh panels
such that the front, rear, ends and partitioning
panels are connected to the base panel with
either Stainless Steel CL35 clips or Stainless Steel
CL50 ‘C’ rings at a maximum spacing of 225mm
for all joints. This process must be undertaken in

3. SUPPLY

a factory-controlled environment.
Gabions are to be manufactured and/or supplied by:
A lid is supplied loose or fixed in the same manner

Enviromesh, Unit 4 Cartwright Industrial Estate,

to the rear or face panel for the unit forming the

Spring Garden Road, Longton, Staffordshire, ST3 2TE

GABION SIZES
It should be noted that it is industry standard for gabions to be quoted as overall nominal
sizes. Designation of sizes: length × width × height.
SITE ENVIRONMENT

top of the wall only. For all other courses, the
base of the unit forms the lid of the unit below.

Telephone +44 (0)1782 692 310 Fax +44 (0)1782 692 318

Diaphragm (partitioning panels) spacings should

Email

enquiries@enviro-mesh.com

not exceed 1.050m.

Online

www.enviro-mesh.com
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1. S
 uitable for C2, C3, C4 and C5 environments.
2. E
 vidence of relevant certificates of conformity with respect to wire strength, weld
strength and coating weights used in the manufacture of the mesh fabric and wire
products are to be issued upon request.
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SECTION 3

3.1

Introduction
The visual appearance and ease of installation of gabion systems for cladding
and free-standing walls is dependent upon: i. the selection of suitable gabion
unit sizes and ii. the correct spacing of the partitioning panels. This process,
when carefully considered at the early stages of the design, limits unit
deformation and provides for a high standard of construction.
When narrower width gabion cladding is specified, the preferred maximum
unit height (where possible) should be 675mm. This enables easier and more
accurate placement of the stone fill.

SIZES, INSTALLATION AND DETAILING
3.2

Standard gabion sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bi-axial welded mesh gabions: cell sizes�����������������������������������������������������������������������page 24

3.3

Gabion sizes for the cladding
of structures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bi-axial welded mesh gabions: optimum cladding unit sizes���������������������������������page 25

3.4

Panel sizes for on-site assembly
and trapezoidal gabions . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bi-axial welded mesh panels. Trapezoidal gabions���������������������������������������������������page 26

3.5

Cladding installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . General�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������page 27

3.6

Cladding installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Typical construction�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������page 28

3.7

Cladding installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . For doors, window openings and services�������������������������������������������������������������������page 29

3.8

Cladding installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steel sheet piles���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������page 30

The Enviromesh install team working on the cladding to steel
sheet piles project at the new Travelodge Hotels Limited site
in Gravesend, Kent.
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3.2

SIZES, INSTALLATION & DETAILING

Standard gabion sizes
Bi-axial welded mesh gabions (mesh aperture 75mm × 75mm)
It should be noted that it is industry standard for gabions to be quoted as
overall nominal sizes. The actual gabion sizing is dependant upon the physical
mesh configuration (i.e. multiples of the mesh aperture dimensions).

Bi-axial welded mesh gabion basket
Shown here in its assembled form, ready for
material filling, following delivery to site.

Designation of sizes: length × width × height
Standard Units

Standard Units

Standard Units

LENGTH (mm)

WIDTH (mm)

HEIGHT (mm)

975

975

450

975

975

675

975

975

975

1500

975

450

1500

975

675

1500

975

975

2025

975

450

2025

975

675

2025

975

975

height

Cell sizes
Gabion units are sub-divided by partitioning panels into cells for the integrity

length

of the unit as well as resistance against deformation of the product. Cell sizes
are a function of the unit length and the mesh aperture size. For unit heights of

width

450mm, 675mm and 975mm, the unit length is divided into cells as shown in
the table (right), for differing mesh sizes.
Use of standard units may not be compatible for all types of application.
Where required it is therefore recommended that the units be of a bespoke
manufacture to address the requirements of the scheme. The product can
be sized to any multiple of the mesh opening. For economy of manufacture,
there are specific unit lengths, dependant on the mesh size that are more
appropriate. Please contact Enviromesh for more details and information.

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES

Mesh size (mm)

Unit length (mm)

Unit width (mm)

Unit height (mm)

75 × 75

975

450, 675, 975, 1500

450, 675 or 975

75 × 75

2025

450, 675, 975, 1500

450, 675 or 975

24

Cell sizes
Single cell: 0.975m × height
Two unequal cells: 0.975m and 1.050m × height

SECTION 3

3.3

Gabion sizes for the cladding of structures
Bi-axial welded mesh gabions
Optimum cladding unit sizes
For construction reasons, cladding units that are 0.975m high are not
recommended for placement of filling materials or for coursing the face with
stone. The only exception is the first tier, where the gabion may be partially
buried. The resulting optimum unit sizes for cladding are as follows:

Mesh size (mm)

Unit length (mm)

Unit width (mm)

Unit height (mm)

75 × 75

675 and 975

225, 300 or 450

450, 675 or 975*

Single cell

75 × 75

2025

225, 300 or 450

450, 675 or 975*

2 cells : 1050mm and 975mm or
3 cells : 675mm

*

Number of Cells

Note: 975mm high units are not recommended for placement of filling materials or for coursing the face with stone.

Where the wall height does not suit a combination

If additional vertical partitions are required for specific requirements these are

of the above unit heights, then the top cell can be

supplied loose for fitting on site.

either reduced in height to fit on site or it may be
possible to manufacture a bespoke height unit in

The factory manufactured units have one end left open and no lid, loose panels

multiples of the mesh opening during production.

are supplied to terminate the ends of the cladding and lids to openings at the

It is important for aesthetics to maintain coursing

top of the cladding.

throughout the structure.
For complex cladding requirements where there are a large number of
The above sizing is based on the most economical

openings and doors it is preferable to supply the mesh in cut panel sizes that

manufacturing and supply costs, other bespoke

are assembled on site to the requirements of the scheme, albeit mesh wastage

sizes can be manufactured in a multiple of the

may occur through cutting to sizes required.

mesh size.
Reference should be made to the grading of the fill, such that there is at least a
double width of stone or rock within the course depth.

VOLUME TWO CLADDING & FREESTANDING WALLS | MARCH 2019
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3.4

SIZES, INSTALLATION & DETAILING

Panel sizes for on-site assembly and trapezoidal gabions
Bi-axial welded mesh panels
Where the object structure has a significant number of window openings,
doors and service requirements, it may be preferable to construct the cladding
on-site from standard panels cut to size to suit the design.
Standard panels supplied for assembly on-site:
Lengths : 2025mm, 975mm, 675mm; Widths : 225mm, 300mm, 450mm;
Heights : 450mmm, 675mm.
Trapezoidal gabions
Trapezoidal gabions are manufactured so that the front and/or rear panels can
be inclined. The units are assembled such that the front, rear and partitioning
panels are fixed to the base. To form the trapezoidal section the partitioning
panel width is based on the top dimension of the gabion unit. Flap panels
may be supplied loose for fitting on-site or attached to the verticals during
manufacture at their correct centres. When rotated to intersect the partitioning

Bi-axial welded mesh trapezoidal gabion
Shown here in its partly assembled form, ready
for material filling, following delivery to site.

panels and jointed with one of the assembly systems provided, this forms the
positive connection and trapezoidal shape.
There are two standard options available for the
normal inclination of the rotated faces: the first
being nine meshes vertically and either one or
two meshes horizontally; or a second option, 13
meshes vertically and either one or two meshes
horizontally. Widths at the top and base panels
must be in multiples of the 75mm mesh opening.
To close off the outermost facing ends of the
walls or to accommodate 90 degree external
corners, preformed trapezoidal end panels can
be supplied to ensure clean aesthetic joints, which
are designed to suit the trapezoidal configuration.
For inclinations greater than those mentioned
above, please contact Enviromesh for advice.

ENVIROMESH DESIGN GUIDE SERIES

Enviromesh designed, supplied and installed the trapezoidal
gabion units for the Abbot’s Hill School development in 2018.
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3.5

Cladding installation: general
Far left, gabion cladding being
installed to the new Jaguar Land
Rover Visitor Centre at Fenn End,
Warwickshire.
Middle photo shows validation
and accurate testing of fixings with
a tension testing tool which uses
hydraulics to register the load via
an analogue guage.
Left, gabion units are secured
against the block wall structure
using a clamp-plate and resinanchored bolt system, prior to
material filling.

Cladding systems require an effective method of securing them into
position to maintain stability. The type of fixing used is normally
dependent upon the construction of the main structure.
Structurally-reinforced concrete walls
Units are secured by means of clamp bars or clamp plates located within the
gabion. These are anchor bolted through the mesh, effectively clamping the
mesh directly to the structural wall. It is recommended that cladding systems
greater than 4m in height, have a secondary horizontal support such as a beam
or angle section. The width of any secondary support should be equal to twothirds of the cladding depth.
Block work walls
The method for clamping block work walls is the same as that described above.
Where the cladding height is greater than 2.5m (one storey) then a secondary
horizontal support system should be used as described above.
Additional steel supports
A typical method of providing additional support is the use of vertical steel columns to the rear of the
cladding or positioned within the stone cell. These columns should be spaced at between 1.0 and 2.0m
intervals subject to design and to suit the gabion unit lengths. The columns can be bolted to, or founded
within, the concrete foundation. Extra columns may be required to suit openings.
©	Copyright Cerana Limited 2015 
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SECTION 3 

3.6

SIZES, INSTALLATION & DETAILING

Cladding installation: typical construction

The photograph above left, illustrates how a series of sealed, resinanchored threaded bars can be installed through an insulated wall
cavity. The bars are shown here protruding beyond the outer skin
and an impermeable membrane, ready to accept the gabion fixings.
Gabion units can be anchored back securely against a structure
using a clamp-plate system (shown left and above right). Each
course of the cladding can then be filled with gabion stone.

Below, a vertical angle section and clamp bar secured to a floor
beam used here as a practical alternative to a column support.

©	Copyright Cerana Limited 2015 
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SECTION 3

3.7

Cladding installation: for doors, window openings and services

Far left, exposed lintel to glazed opening
at the Nestlé Waters headquarters in
Buxton, Derbyshire.
Left, window opening and sill
arrangement, showing how gabion
cladding can be used selectively within a
building to achieve visual contrast.

Where openings within the cladding system are required, a suitable
lintel must be placed above the opening to support any vertical loads
from above. Gabion density is approximately 1.7 tonnes per cubic
metre.
A lintel on narrow vertical claddings will normally require some form of

The lintel is normally positioned 100mm behind

structural steelwork support.

the front face of the cladding, this is to allow for the
facing stone to be positioned such that it covers

For wider vertical claddings a padstone can be incorporated within the side

the lintel.

Surface mounted light

Soil pipe

Vent pipes

Exposed lintel to door way and security lighting

gabion cells at least 300mm from the opening.
Door jams can be secured to vertical steelwork set
The lintel must be set a minimum of 10mm above the soffit. No vertical load

within the gabion.

should be transferred to the vertical side panels of the opening.
In situations where services need to pass through
Where the design requires for the lintel to remain hidden, the lintel should

the cladding, a ‘box-tunnel’ should be formed from

be set a minimum of 150mm above the soffit. Ties from the lintel should be

the wire mesh and inserted as required. The ‘box-

installed to support the mesh. Suitably sized stone can then be placed between

tunnel’ being restricted to a multiple of the mesh

the lintel and the mesh soffit.

aperture (i.e. 75mm × 75mm).
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3.8

SIZES, INSTALLATION & DETAILING

Cladding installation: steel sheet piles
Although steel sheet piling may be necessary in many situations

the variation in longitudinal alignment. The method of fixing will not be visible

for the purpose of soil retention, they may not always be visually

on the face of the finished structure.

acceptable. Similar methods of fixing described here can also be
applied to concrete piling.

Fixing to piles
OPTION 1 Threaded lugs are welded to the ‘out-pan’ of the steel sheet piles in

To improve aesthetics, gabion cladding can be added to steel sheet piles and is

order that galvanised shims can be inserted to correct any minor misalignment.

normally 300mm in depth and constructed in lifts of 675mm. The gabion mesh

The rearmost mesh panel of the gabion unit is secured with the bolts to a

specification should be of the heavier wire diameters: 4.0mm or 5.0mm in

galvanised clamp bar or plate, set within the gabion basket.

Galfan coated wire or a 3.8mm core wire diameter for PVC coated applications,
depending on the level of corrosion resistance required.

OPTION 2 Steel straps are welded across the ‘in-pans’. These straps should
be an equivalent thickness or greater than the sheet pile, pre-drilled with slots

The cladding gabions should be founded on a concrete base or horizontal

accordingly and then bolted to the clamp bar or plate within the rear of the

support beam. Methods of fixing the cladding to the sheet pile may depend on

gabion as described in option one, above, and shown in the diagram below.

A geotextile membrane
is fixed to the rear
gabion panel, spanning
the in-pan, prior to
backfilling the void.

FIXING ARRANGEMENT, OPTION 1

A steel sheet pile gabion cladding system was installed adjacent to a local watercourse at
Walthamstow Stadium in east London. The installation began below the waterline and
progressed upwards in varying lifts commencing at 450mm, leaving approximately 150mm of
the sheet piling uncovered. The exposed top section of the piling was encapsulated later as part
of the adjacent groundworks.

FIXING ARRANGEMENT, OPTION 2
©	Copyright Cerana Limited 2015 
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3.8

Cladding installation: steel sheet piles
The vertical alignment of fixings should be at maximum 1.35m and the
horizontal alignment should be at every other ‘in-pan’ or ‘out-pan’ depending
on whether lugs or straps are being used.

Overcoming variations in steel sheet
pile alignment
Where there is variation in alignment and where packing
out with shims would not be practical, it will be necessary
to weld a continuous steel support bar longitudinally
across the sheet piles. The thickness of the support bar
should be greater than the thickness of the sheet piles.
The gabion cladding can then be bolted to the steel bar.

Filling and capping
The in-pans should be filled with a gravel material.
Sheet piling is normally capped off with concrete
but the same can be achieved with a gabion.

©	Copyright Cerana Limited 2015 
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design supply installation

For more information or to discuss your next project
Telephone

+44 (0)1782 692 310

Email

enquiries@enviro-mesh.com

Fax

+44 (0) 1782 692 318

Post

Unit 4 Cartwright Industrial Estate, Spring Garden Road, Longton, Staffordshire, ST3 2TE, United Kingdom
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